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DEAR SALLY; UNCLE SAM'S EXPERTS WILL DO'THEIR BEST fOR YOU.

Community Manager Roy S, Braden has had more problems to .solve here than
Dorothy Dix, but this case is beyond his powers. On a bright mornirig recently
he discovered the following spicy communication, with all its delicate subject-
matter, dropped into tfie mail slot of his door. Since the communication was
signed by one "Sally Rand" the Manager has consulted the Greenbelt Cooperator
staff for an answer, But we,.tooj,give up, and we now let our readers help poor
Saliy in her predicament.. The letter follows:
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Mr. Roy S. Braden,
Greenbelt, Md.

Dear Mr, Braden:

You have gained the reputation of kindly helping to solve the various problems
of the residents of Greenbelt. J am confronted with a rather serious one, but was
a little undetermined whether to seek the advice of you or Dorothy Dix. Someone
told me that you have lived in a house before, and maybe Dorothy, like myself, has
always lived in apartments, in which case she wouldn’t know the answer, so I de-
cided to ask your'paternal advice,
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• I don’t know what to do about my brazen out-door clothesline; it is so public
out there in the great open spaces. I’ve always dried my little,tid-bits of
intimate apparel on the towel rack in the bath-room; but this public display
makes me feel as if I were doing a strip-tease act for the. benefit of all the men
of Greenbelt,. I fled to a dark closet to hide my crimson face after hanging out
my first public wash, I could imagine the passers-by discussing each item, and
perhaps saying, "Well, imagine her wearing those." or "Don’t you suppose she wears
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What I want to know is: will time soften my embarrassment; will I become
hardened to this intimate display; or had I better give it up and go back to the
bathroom clotheslines? Your advice will be most deeply appreciated.

Modestly yours,
' ' * SALLY RAND
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1 • Citizens’ Association Elects Officers
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two hundred citizens of Greenbelt gathered in the Community Hall Monday night,
November 8, to form "The Greenbelt Citizen*s Association".
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Officers elected for a term of six months are: Stanley B. Rider, president;
Yale B. Huffman, vice president (acclamation); Mrs, Louise Endsley, secretary;
Walton 0, Cone, treasurer.
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